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Meeting #2: Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of last meeting
Action items from last meeting
Today’s Key Discussion Topics
Analysis – LDCs near $4 threshold
Type 1 Mitigation: Discussion
Type 2 Mitigation: Issues
Usage Patterns
Analysis – Low-volume bill impacts
Type 2 Mitigation: Discussion and Proposal
Distribution-specific DVAs challenges with account
1595.
• Next steps
May 27, 2015
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Summary
• First meeting of Rate Design Working Group (RDWG)
held on April 29, 2015.
• Scope of meeting was to obtain recommendations on
appropriate amendments to filing requirements and
rate models to implement new rate design for
residential customers.
• RDWG was presented with a sample filing module for
discussion.
• There was general agreement on the proposed method

• Areas requiring further discussion were mainly related
to the criteria for mitigation.
May 27, 2015
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Action Items from Last Meeting
1. LDC participants to provide consumption patterns for their
residential customers.
• Provided, thanks

2. Board staff to perform analysis of number of distributors
expected to be close or above the $4 maximum for
increasing the fixed charge.
3. Board staff to circulate draft recommendations for
discussion at next working group meeting.
• Will be circulated by e-mail in early June

4. Board staff to clarify which classes are eligible to make
the rate design change.
• Seasonal eligibility not decided with certainty.
• Recommendations from working group will be considered,
taking in to account decisions in other cases.
• Some concerns noted during consultation.
May 27, 2015
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Today’s Key Discussion Topics
• Type 1 Mitigation: Fixed charge increases by more than $4
•
•
•

What length of time is reasonable if the four year target can’t be met
at the $4/year rate of change?
Are increases of greater than $4 per year advisable?
What is the optimal trade-off between taking longer and having larger
annual increases?

• Type 2 Mitigation: Unusually large total bill impact when including
impacts of all other changes on application.
•
•

What is the appropriate “low-volume” customer to assess whether
mitigation is required in the context of other changes.
Does the standard test of 10% total bill impact still apply?

• Should distribution specific DVAs be exempt from to change in rate
design due to possible accounting complexities with account 1595?

May 27, 2015
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Analysis – Number of LDCs Near $4 Threshold
• Calculated required change in fixed charge for all
distributors.
• Used most recent available rates for residential class
(2015/2014) and most recent yearbook data (2013).
• NOTE: Other than HONI, no seasonal classes included in
analysis.

• Assumed 4 year transition period.
• 11 cases where fixed charge will increase by more
than $4.
• 4 of those are HONI rate classes and one is Algoma.

• If we allow for 5 year transition period, only 4 cases
where fixed charge will increase by more than $4.
• 3 HONI rate classes and Algoma.

May 27, 2015
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Type 1 Mitigation: Discussion
• What length of time is reasonable if the four year target can’t be
met at the $4/year rate of change?
•

Other than HONI and Algoma, all other distributors should be able to
complete the transition at less than $4/year and within 5 years.

• Are increases of greater than $4/year advisable?
• What is a reasonable annual adjustment to the fixed rate if it needs
to be more than $4 to implement the policy in a timely manner?
• What is the optimal trade-off between taking longer and having
larger annual increases?
• Proposal: Recommend extra transition year as standard form of
Type 1 mitigation.
•
•
•

Require LDC to propose mitigation strategy, otherwise.
Pros: simple, addresses most required cases of Type 1 mitigation.
Cons: does not address some of the questions above.
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Type 2 Mitigation: Issues
• Main concerns regarding type 2 mitigation from last
meeting:
• What is the appropriate low-volume customer?
– Need a realistic usage level that reflects consumption patterns
and that minimizes the number of customers that will be affected
by higher bill impacts

• Does the standard test of 10% total bill impact apply?
– How much of the 10% will be used by rate design change for lowvolume customers?
– Is a sufficient amount of “space” left over for other changes to a
distributor’s cost structure.

• Analysis that follows tries to provide more insight into
these issues.
May 27, 2015
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The “Low-Volume” Customer: Challenges
•
•
•

The lower the consumption, the higher the bill impacts
The lower the consumption, the fewer the number of customers affected.
Standard “low-volume” customer must balance those two factors.

May 27, 2015
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Usage Patterns - Observations
• Generally shape is very similar across all data
provided
• Centered around average usage
• Distribution is more heavily weighted to the left
(i.e. low-use)
• More gradual drop in consumption for higher-use
customers

• Presence of seasonal customers creates a
“bump” in low-use end of distribution.
• See Wasaga.

May 27, 2015
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Residential Usage Patterns
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Residential Usage Patterns - Seasonal
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Usage Patterns – Insights Gained
• Customers are most clustered below the average
monthly consumption.
• Therefore, modest movement in the selected low-volume
consumption level can lead to significant changes in the
number of customers that will be captured by the type 2
mitigation.

• If we pick a reasonably low threshold, we can limit the
number of customers exposed to large bill increases.
• For purposes of illustration, analysis that follows tries to
find a threshold that accounts for the lowest 10% of
consumers
• Will then calculate the total bill impact of the rate design
change at that threshold of consumption.

May 27, 2015
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Algoma

Veridian Seasonal

Wasaga

HONI – R1

HONI – R2

HONI - UR

Veridian Residential

Midland PUC

THESL
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• Using data provided, estimated the threshold level of consumption
that would result in the lowest 10% of users for each LDC.
• Calculated threshold as a percentage of the LDCs average
monthly consumption.
•
•

Excluding cases with seasonal customers, threshold was about 40% of average consumption.
NOTE: Algoma did not have data below 250 kWh. This threshold represents 18th percentile.
May 27, 2015
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Analysis – Total Bill Impacts @ 40% of
Average Monthly Usage
• Calculated total bill impact for all LDCs for a customer at 40%
of the overall average monthly consumption for:
1. each LDC
2. the overall average in Ontario (i.e. 302 kWh)
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Type 2 Mitigation: Discussion
• What is the appropriate “low-volume”
customer to use to assess whether mitigation
is required, given other bill impacts arising at
the same time?
• Is 10% of the customer base “small enough”?

• Does the standard test of 10% total bill impact
still apply?
• At 300 kWh, most distributors will see 2-4% total
bill impacts due to rate design change alone.
• Does that leave enough “room” for other
increases to distributor costs?
May 27, 2015
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Type 2 Mitigation: Proposal
• Continue to apply 10% total bill impact threshold for rate mitigation
• As principle, try to minimize number of customers below the lowusage customer threshold when evaluating type 2 mitigation
•

10% or less of all customers.

• Option 1: Use a standard value of 300 kWh for all LDCs (i.e. 40%
of Ontario average)
•
•

Pros: Easy to communicate, standard for all LDCs
Cons: Too high for seasonal classes, may reflect slightly more than
10% of all customers.

• Option 2: Distributor specific value at threshold of lowest 10% of
consumption
•
•

Pros: Reflects LDCs customers, limits number of customers that will
experience high bill impacts
Cons: Difficult to explain

May 27, 2015
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Other Mitigation Considerations
•
•
•
•

Have we missed anything?
Do the proposals address prior concerns?
Do they create any new concerns?
Are the proposals easy to implement?
• If not, what are the key barriers?
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Distribution-Specific DVAs – Challenges with
Account 1595
• When DVA balances are approved for disposition, the balances are
moved to 1595.
• Amounts collected from approved rate riders are used to credit the
balances approved for disposition.
•

For residential class: Group 1 accounts = variable; Group 2 accounts
= fully fixed.

• If principle of cost-causality maintained, LDCs would track
variances separately for Group 1 and 2 accounts.
•
•

Fixed charges less likely to cause variance
Group 1 and 2 accounts allocated differently within residential class

• Last meeting, stated preference for fully fixed DVA recovery but
acknowledged concerns over complexity of accounting
• What is the final recommendation?
•

Is there a way to estimate if the problem will be immaterial?

May 27, 2015
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Next Steps
• Summary of Meeting #2 to be circulated by email for comment by May 29.
• Materials from both meetings to be posted
online by the end of the week (May 29).
• Meeting #2 summary to be posted June 5, 2015.

• Drafting of recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Staff to circulate in early June
Opportunity to comment by RDWG
OEB internal review and approval process
Reflect in filing requirements – target July 2015
May 27, 2015
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